2017 Summer Reading Project – AP Language & Composition
Each AP Language and Composition student will read 2 texts from the list below (choose 1 fiction and 1 nonfiction).
You will complete a project related to 1 book and complete a dialectical journal for the other book consisting of 10
entries.
ASSIGNMENTS ARE DUE THE 1ST DAY OF SCHOOL. LATE ASSIGNMENTS WILL BE DEDUCTED 10
POINTS FOR EVERY DAY TARDY. THESE ASSIGNMENTS ARE WORTH 10% OF YOUR MP1
GRADE.

Before 1900
Austen
Bronte, E.
Bronte, C.
Cervantes
Dickens
Dumas
Hugo
Marlowe
Swift
Voltaire

Mansfield Park
Wuthering Heights
Jane Eyre
Don Quixote
Great Expectations
The Count of Monte Cristo
Les Miserables
Dr. Faustus
Gulliver’s Travels
Candide

Fiction
After 1900
Garcia-Marquez
Gardner
Heller
Hesse
Kidd
McEwan
Plath
Rand
Vonnegut
Woolfe

One Hundred years of Solitude
Grendel
Catch 22
Siddartha
The Secret Life of Bees
Atonement
The Bell Jar
The Fountainhead
Slaughter House Five
Mrs. Dallaway

Nonfiction Options
Autobiography / Memoir
 McCourt, Frank. Angela’s Ashes. (Poverty, starvation, and exuberance in depression Ireland)
 Walls, Jeannette. The Glass Castle (story of childhood with eccentric, bordering on abusive, parents)
Biography
 Thoreau, Henry David. Walden (spends 26 months alone in the woods to "front the essential facts of life.")
 Skloot, Rebecca. The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks (story of a woman whose cancerous cells were
developed in culture without her knowledge and became the HeLa line scientists used in researching some of
the most important and astounding medical discoveries of the 20th century)
Sports
 Reynolds, Bill. Fall River Dreams. (team searches for glory, town searches for soul)
 Lewis, Michael. Moneyball. (how Oakland A’s general manager is changing baseball)
History / Politics / War
 Fleming, Thomas. Duel. (story of duel between Aaron Burr and Alexander Hamilton)
 Karlsen, Carol The Devil in the Shape of a Woman: Witchcraft in Colonial New England (The status of
women in colonial society affects the Salem witch accusations)
True Crime
 Berendt, John. Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil.(entertaining true crime story)
 Cornwell, Patricia. Portrait of a Killer. (the Jack the Ripper crimes are solved?)
Travelogue
 Pirsig, Robert. Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance. (travel, philosophy and bikes)
 Kerouac, Jack. On the Road. (cross country bohemian adventure)

Assignment #1: Project
Requirements:
1. Include the following information on your project:
 Your full name, date and section
 Title of the novel and the name of the author
 Assignment number (ex – Gold #1)
2. Project grades will be based on the following criteria and are worth up to 100 points:
 Physical Appearance (neatness, organization, color, etc.) (10 points)
 PROJECT MUST BE TYPED in 12 pt, double-spaced, Times New Roman font.
 Grammar/Mechanics/Spelling (20 points)
 Content and Detail (To what extent does the project prove to me that you read this book? Does the
final product reflect well thought-out ideas and demonstrate your understanding of the novel)? (70
points)
3. When choosing projects which involve drawing, you absolutely may NOT copy from the internet, Xerox, or
trace the book cover or any pictures found in the book. This involves no creative thinking on your part
whatsoever and will not be given credit. The exception to this rule is if you create a collage of pictures.
4. Even though certain projects may really appeal to you, remember to make sure the project you choose will
work well with the novel you read.
There are 5 levels of activities. Each assignment you complete gets a grade, but some assignments will take more
effort than others, so they will be rewarded with more points. **You may only complete one Bronze Level (two
points) assignment.**
Assignment Values: MUST ADD UP TO TEN POINTS (Though it can surpass ten points.)
BRONZE Activities = 2
PLATINUM Activities = 8
SILVER Activities = 4
DIAMOND Activities = 10
GOLD Activities = 6
Examples:




If you do one SILVER activity and one GOLD activity, that equals 10.
If you do one DIAMOND activity, that equals 10.
If you complete one GOLD activity and one PLATINUM activity, that equals 14, which surpasses 10
points but is acceptable.

* Note: You may not receive more than 100 points on this assignment. If your points total more than 10, the highest
score you can achieve on the project is 100%





BRONZE ACTIVITIES (2 points each)
B-1 If you could change places with one character, who would it be and why? Your explanation should be at
least one page, divided into paragraphs. Remember to describe the character and their situation well because
your audience may not have read the book. Give EVIDENCE—examples of things the character has done or
said that supports your description.
B-2 Which character is most like you? Why? Your explanation should be at least one page, divided into
paragraphs. Remember to describe the character well because your audience may not have read the book. Give
EVIDENCE—examples of things the character has done or said that support your description. Also, give
EVIDENCE of what it is about you that is similar to the character—these might be examples of things you
have said or done.



B-3 Choose one character, tell how they behaved/what they were like in the beginning, how they behaved/what
they were like at the end, and how they changed. Your description should be at least one page, divided into
paragraphs.



B-4 Draw an important scene from the book. Your drawing will be scored based on how much detail is
included. Make sure you somehow show who the people are in your picture. Remember to add COLOR.



B-5 Make a collage of a major theme from the book. Use clippings from magazines, newspapers, etc. to cover
the entire paper. The collage must be on a paper that is at least 11 by 14 inches in size and should include at
least 10 different clippings. On the back explain in one paragraph what the clippings represent and what it has
to do with your novel.



B-6 Imagine your book is being turned into a movie—who would play each character? Name at least 5
characters and who would play them (explain in at least one sentence why and include a quote from each
character that makes your point valid), tell where you would film the movie, and why.



SILVER ACTIVITIES (4 points each)
S-1 Make a soundtrack for the book by choosing at least 10 songs. You may choose any kind of songs you
wish. For each song, explain in at least three sentences why you chose the song and how it relates to the events
or characters in the book. If the song you’ve chosen is not a popular one, you might include the words, or a
description of the song, so your point is clear. (You can also quote from the book, of course.)



S-2 Change the time and place of the novel. Explain how this would change the story. First tell where and
when the novel takes place. Then tell where and when you would change it to. Focus on how the characters
would be different and on how the plot (what happens) might change. For example, if your book takes place in
1920 and has a female character who is a nurse, you might change the time to 2006 and say that nowadays, a
woman interested in medicine can be a doctor.



S-3 Become one of the characters and describe your experiences during certain events that happened in the
book. Your description should be at least one page. Write in the FIRST PERSON (using “I”) and remember to
use as many senses as possible in your description.



S-4 Make a cartoon of the book or a chapter or a scene (at least 8 panels in full color with text).



S-5 Write a song for a character. Include a one paragraph explanation after the song of why this song is
appropriate for the character.



S-6 Write an obituary for a character (must be at least one page in length, divided into paragraphs; look in a
newspaper for examples if you need to).



S-7 Draw a map (in color) of one place in the book, labeling landmarks and points of interest.





GOLD ACTIVITIES (6 points each)
G-1 Write a letter to a character. Then, have that character write a letter answering back in the voice of the
character (using words they would use and saying things they would say). Each letter should be at least one
page, divided into paragraphs.
G-2 Pretend you are a newspaper reporter and write out an interview with one of the characters (at least 10
detailed questions and answers).



G-3 Write an original song about the book (at least 20 lines). Include an explanation (one or more paragraphs)
of how the song relates to the events and characters of the book.



G-4 Become a character and write a diary with at least 5 entries. Include events from the novel and how you
feel about them. Write in the voice of the character (using words that they would use and saying things that
they would say).



G-5 Make an illustrated timeline of events in the book, make sure your timeline includes at least 10 events with
a two sentence description and small picture or clipping describing each event.



G-6 Make a character up! Imagine a character that was not in the book but that could have been. Write a
conversation between this character and one of the existing characters (one page) and tell how the book would
change with this new character (half a page).



G-7 What could happen after the story is over? Write a brief summary (two pages, divided into paragraphs) of
a sequel to the book (describe the main characters; tell what the plot would be).



G-8 Write letters from one character to another, with the second character responding. Each letter should be
one page, divided into paragraphs, and in the voice of the character.



G-9 Redesign the front and back cover of the book, complete with a blurb and quotes on the back (these should
be original and created by you!)



G-10 Write a “Dear Abby” column with questions from at least four characters asking for advice and give your
answers as Dear Abby (each should be at least a ½ page). (“Dear Abby” is an advice column in the United
States; people write to her with personal problems, and she answers in her newspaper column, giving advice on
how to deal with the problem).



G-11 Get two different colored pens and choose a page from the book that you particularly liked. Begin by
writing the first sentence from the page in the book in one color. Then add a sentence of your own in another
color. Then go back and write the next sentence in the book. Continue alternating until you have finished the
page. The sentences of your own can be reactions, or add to the action in the book in any way you like.



PLATINUM ACTIVITIES (8 points each)
P-1 What do you think should have happened that didn’t? Write a chapter that’s missing in the middle of the
book. This should be at least four pages, divided into paragraphs, and in the style of the book.



P-2 What happened first? Write a chapter that comes before the book began. This should be at least four pages,
divided into paragraphs, and in the style of the book.



P-3 Pick two characters from different books (one from the summer book you read, and the other from a
different book you have read). Describe a meeting between the two of them (where, when, and how it would
take place) and write twenty or more lines of dialogue between them.



P-4 Rewrite a section of the book from different characters’ point of view rather than how it is written in the
original book. This should be at least four pages, divided into paragraphs, and in the style of the book.



P-5 Rewrite a section of the book with yourself as a character. This should be at least four pages, divided into
paragraphs, and in the style of the book.



DIAMOND ACTIVITIES (10 points each)
D-1 Act out and video tape several scenes from the book. The movie should last at least ten minutes. Present it
to the class.



D-2 Write and illustrate a full children’s book telling the story of the novel you read. You need to include a
front and back cover, a title page, and the story pages with illustrations. Make this quality work. Remember to
include COLOR.



D-3 Make a whole newspaper (NOT just the front page) about the book, with all a newspaper's parts--comics,
advertisements, weather, letter to the editor, obituary, etc. (Look at a real newspaper and use it as a guide. All
the articles need to be related to the novel – the character, events, setting, plot, conflict, resolution, etc.) Every
part of the newspaper must be created by you.

Assignment #2: Dialectical Journal
Whilst reading, create a dialectical journal, in which you pick 10 significant passages from the book and
record your thinking – the significance to the story, connections, and/or questions raised. (Please, space out your
entries, meaning they should not all be from the beginning of the novel.) The term “dialectic” means “the art or
practice of arriving at the truth by using conversation involving question and answer.” Think of your dialectical
journal as a series of conversations with the texts we read during this course. The process is meant to help you
develop a better understanding of the texts we read. Your responses should be about 3-6 sentences. The dialectical
journal must be typed. It should NOT be in a notebook/journal.

